Protein phosphorylation is one of the most pervasive post-translational modifications, regulating diverse cellular processes in various organisms. As mass spectrometry-based experimental approaches for identifying phosphorylation events are resource-intensive, many computational methods have been proposed, in which phosphorylation site prediction is formulated as a classification problem. They differ in several ways, and one crucial issue is the construction of training data and test data for unbiased performance evaluation. In this article, we categorize the existing data construction methods and try to answer three questions: (i) Is it equivalent to use different data construction methods in the assessment of phosphorylation site prediction algorithms? (ii) What kind of test data set is unbiased for assessing the prediction performance of a trained algorithm in different real world scenarios? (iii) Among the summarized training data construction methods, which one(s) has better generalization performance for most scenarios? To answer these questions, we conduct comprehensive experimental studies for both non-kinase-specific and kinase-specific prediction tasks. The experimental results show that: (i) different data construction methods can lead to significantly different prediction performance; (ii) there can be different test data construction methods that are unbiased with respect to different real world scenarios; and (iii) different data construction methods have different generalization performance in different real world scenarios. Therefore, when developing new algorithms in future research, people should concentrate on what kind of scenario their algorithm will work for, what the corresponding unbiased test data are and which training data construction method can generate best generalization performance.
INTRODUCTION
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In a eukaryotic cell, it is expected that 30$50% of the proteins can be phosphorylated [2] . However, most of the phosphorylation substrates still remain to be unrecognized. To identify phosphorylation sites, various experimental methods have been exploited. In particular, the advent of high-throughput mass spectrometry enables the large-scale investigation of phosphorylated peptides under different conditions. However, the determination of phosphorylation sites experimentally is still labourintensive and time-consuming.
To reduce the number of candidate phosphorylation sites that have to be validated experimentally, the computational prediction of potential sites has become a useful strategy. Most proposed computational methods formulate phosphorylation site prediction as a binary classification problem, namely each serine/threonine/tyrosine can be classified as either phosphorylation site or non-phosphorylation site. Although there are also some other amino acids that can be phosphorylated such as histidine and aspartate, the serine/threonine/tyrosine is considered frequently in the majority of computational methods.
To date, there are already many algorithms for phosphorylation site prediction. The readers may refer to [3] [4] [5] for a summary of these methods. Briefly, they differ in the machine-learning technique used, the amount of sequence/structural information adopted, whether the prediction models are kinases-specific.
With respect to the fact that a large number of phosphorylation site prediction methods are already available, it is critical to properly assess and compare the performance of different prediction methods. An accurate performance evaluation protocol can reveal the deficiencies of existing methods and show whether a newly developed method can really achieve a clear performance gain compared to the previous ones.
Fundamental to any classification problem, it is crucial to have a collection of training/test data with known positive data and negative data for model construction and performance evaluation. Here, positive data correspond to a set of phosphorylated peptides, and negative data correspond to a set of non-phosphorylated peptides. However, it is not straightforward to generate such kinds of data because most phosphorylation sites are still unknown. As a result, different strategies have been exploited for constructing the training/test data in different methods, making it possible to generate inconsistent performance evaluation results.
In this article, we first give a summary of both training and test data construction methods in the literature. Then, we concentrate on answering three questions. The first one is whether different data construction methods can lead to significantly different performance. The second one is what kind of test data are unbiased in different real world scenarios. The last one is which training data construction methods can have better generalization performance over most scenarios.
To answer the first question, we apply two different feature extraction methods and use 16 frequently used classifiers from Weka [6] to conduct comprehensive experiments. We use Friedman test together with post-hoc tests to evaluate whether different data construction methods can lead to significantly different performance on phosphorylation site prediction.
To answer the second question, we summarize the existing scenarios and discuss relationships between the scenarios and negative test data construction methods.
To answer the third question, we generate all kinds of test data in different scenarios and for each of them, we apply all the training data construction methods to train models for prediction performance comparison. We apply Wilcoxon signed-ranks test to check which training data construction method can achieve better generalization performance.
SUMMARY OF DATA CONSTRUCTION METHODS
We define a phosphorylated protein as one protein with at least one S/T/Y residue known to be phosphorylated. Each S/T/Y site in proteins is usually transformed into a short sequence of fixed length, whose central residue is the target S/T/Y site. Such a sequence is called a phosphorylated peptide if its central residue can be phosphorylated. Otherwise, it is an unphosphorylated peptide.
Training data construction methods
For non-kinase-specific predictions, there is one method for constructing positive training data (GTrainP) and five methods for generating negative training data (GTrainN1-GTrainN5), as described in Figure 1 . Similarly, the data construction methods for kinase-specific predictions are summarized in Figure 2 . The relationship of the six methods for generating kinase-specific negative training data is shown in Figure 3 . For rigorous mathematical definitions and references in each category, please refer to Table 1 .
Test data construction methods
Cross-validation and independent test are used for generating the test data, as shown in Figure 4 . Note that the positive data and negative data in each test data construction procedure are generated with the same strategies as we have described in section 'Training data construction methods' for the training data. We also provide mathematical definitions for the test data generated from each method in Table 2 .
METHODS
To answer question 1, we apply two feature extraction methods and 16 frequently used classifiers to conduct the performance comparison. We use Friedman test and post-hoc tests to check whether different data construction methods have significant differences for assessing the prediction performance. To answer question 2, we give the explanation of 'unbiased test data', summarize real world application scenarios and provide the mapping relationship between populations and negative test data construction methods. To answer question 3, we use data construction methods in section 'Summary of data construction methods' to generate various kinds of test data sets. Then for each of them, we use all the training data constructed in section 'Experimental methods for answering question one', the first feature extraction method and 16 classifiers to train models for performance evaluation.
Experimental methods for answering question one
There are three key issues for evaluating the performance of phosphorylation site prediction methods: data construction, feature extraction and classifier selection. In this article, we fix the feature extraction method and classifier used to evaluate whether different data construction methods can lead to significant differences on the prediction performance. Figure 1 : Training data construction methods for non-kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction approaches. P 1 is the set of phosphorylated proteins and P 2 is the set of unphosphorylated proteins. (A) GTrainP: the positive training data consist of annotated phosphorylated peptides from various data sources without considering the kinases information. (B) GTrainN1: the negative training data generated from this method consist of unphosphorylated peptides from phosphorylated proteins. (C) GTrainN2: it includes unphosphorylated peptides from both phosphorylated proteins and unphosphorylated proteins. (D) GTrainN3: it constructs negative training data using unphosphorylated peptides from the unphosphorylated proteins. (E) GTrainN4: it randomly generates a set of unphosphorylated peptides based on the frequency distribution of amino acids derived from GTrainN1. This method includes three steps: first, extract peptides from GTrainN1; second, calculate the amino acid frequency distribution; third, randomly generate new peptides with the calculated distribution. (F) GTrainN5: this method randomly generates a set of unphosphorylated peptides with equal frequency distribution of amino acids, i.e. the probability of each amino acid appearing in each non-central position of a peptide is the same.
A B C D E F

Data
We use Phospho.ELM (version 9.0) [31] and Swiss-Prot (release 2011_11) [32] as the data source to extract all the proteins annotated as 'Homo sapiens'. We first follow Musite [15] to partition all the proteins into different groups through BLAST-Clust in BLAST [33] package version 2.2.19 with a sequence identity threshold of 50%. A sequence identity threshold of 50% may not guarantee that there are no highly similar sequences between training and test set. Here, we did not use a larger threshold or perform a post-processing step to further remove such sequences. This is because some phosphorylation sites and non-phosphorylation sites have very similar surroundings, which leads to the existence of highly similar sequences between training and test data. How to distinguish these sites/sequences is the most challenging problem in phosphorylation site prediction. Keeping some of these sequences that are hard to separate can help us to check which classifiers have better predictive performance. Then within each group, the protein with the largest number of known phosphorylation sites is selected as one element of the non-redundant (NR) data set; if there are no phosphorylated proteins in a group, the longest protein is selected. To construct test data sets for independent test 2, we also
Training data construction methods for kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction approaches. P j is the set of proteins phosphorylated by kinase j, P o is the set of proteins phosphorylated by other kinases and P u is the set of unphosphorylated proteins. (A) KTrainP: the positive training data are composed of known phosphorylated peptides from phosphorylated proteins of corresponding kinases. (B) KTrainN1: it constructs the negative training data by extracting unphosphorylated peptides from phosphorylated proteins of kinase j. (C) KTrainN2: it generates the negative training data using both unphosphorylated peptides from all phosphorylated proteins and those phosphorylated peptides from proteins that are not phosphorylated by kinase j. This construction method assumes that different kinases have different local patterns around the phosphorylation site. (D) KTrainN3: it constructs the negative training data using unphosphorylated peptides from both phosphorylated proteins and unphosphorylated ones. (E) KTrainN4: the negative training data produced by this method consist of unphosphorylated peptides from proteins that can be phosphorylated by any kinase. (F) KTrainN5: the negative training data from this method include both unphosphorylated peptides from all proteins and phosphorylated peptides from proteins phosphorylated by other kinases. (G) KTrainN6: the negative training set is composed of unphosphorylated peptides whose central S/T/Y residues are buried in the core of proteins phosphorylated by kinase j. This strategy relies on the assumption that buried residues would not be physically accessible to any kinase, thus reducing the number of so-called negatives that later turn out to be positives. A disadvantage of this method is that it requires knowledge of the protein's tertiary structure, and only a small portion of proteins currently have solved structures.
Figure 3:
The relationship of six kinase-specific negative training data construction methods. Non-kinase-specific 
Kinase-specific
We define S i as the set of peptide sequence with S/T/Yas the central residue of species i (i ¼1, 2, . . ., n), then the set of such peptides from all species U ¼ S n i¼1 S i . Suppose there are m i kinases for S i , let K i , 1 , K i , 2 , . . . , K i , mi be the subsets of phosphorylated peptides and P i , 1 , P i , 2 , . . . , P i , mi be the subsets of unphosphorylated peptides from proteins phosphorylated by m i kinases, and let Q i be the set of peptide sequences with S/T/Yas the centre from unphosphorylated proteins of species i, we have
Usually, data sets are partitioned into two parts for the independent test within the same species, one for extracting training data (we use 'þ' as the marker) and another one for extracting test data (we use 'À' as the marker), i.e.
. Specifically, we define B i as the set of peptide sequences whose centre residues are buried sites from the core of proteins of species i.We define f(y) as the function of sampling or bootstrapping a (sub)set from the set y, R 1 ðyÞ as the function of artificially constructing a set of unphosphorylated peptides based on the frequency distribution of amino acids in set y, R 2 ðÞ as the function of randomly constructing a set of unphosphorylated peptides with each amino acid having the same frequency distribution. Here, non-kinase-specific training data sets are built for species i, whereas kinase-specific data sets are built for kinase j of species i. Specifically,'1' symbolizes that almost all the existing methods have applied this method, and '*' means that there is no abbreviated name. extract proteins annotated as 'Mus musculus' and use the same method to generate the NR data set.
Data construction methods
Because a serine/threonine-specific kinase can often phosphorylate both serine and threonine residues [34] , phosphoserines and phosphothreonines are combined for model training. In our experiment, the length of each phosphorylated/unphosphorylated peptide is 13. We randomly split the Homo sapiens NR data set into two subsets: TrainSet and TestSet, which contain two-third and one-third of proteins, respectively.
For non-kinase-specific prediction experiments, we generate five kinds of training data sets that are denoted as GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4 and GM5, respectively. In each GMi (i ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), the positive and negative training data are constructed with GTrainP and GTrainNi, respectively. Furthermore, we randomly generate five training data sets for each GMi by sampling 5000 phosphorylated peptides and 5000 unphosphorylated peptides from TrainSet. Besides cross-validation, we also construct three groups of independent test data GT1, GT2 and GT3 with ID1, ID2 and ID3, respectively.
To match the training data, every group also has five test data sets, where each set is composed of 5000 phosphorylated peptides and 5000 unphosphorylated peptides. The difference is that the component peptides for GT1, GT2 and GT3 are sampled from TestSet, Mus musculus NR data and the whole Homo sapiens NR data, respectively. In addition, we fix GTrainN2 as the negative data extraction method when generating independent test data. Here, we choose GTrainN2 because we hold the assumption that what we usually want to predict are proteins without known phosphorylated sites, and the population should correspond to both phosphorylated proteins and unphosphorylated proteins. In this case, test data constructed from GTrainN2 is unbiased so that the estimated prediction performance can be safely generalized to population level.
For kinase-specific experiments, we choose three kinases: CDK, PKA and CK2. For each kinase, we construct five groups of training data (denoted as CDKMi for kinase CDK, PKAMi for kinase PKA and CK2Mi for kinase CK2) using KTrainP and KTrainNi (i ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and three groups of independent test data with ID1, ID2, ID3 (KTrainN5 is fixed as the negative data construction method and this choice is based on our motivation for introducing KTrainN5). Each group has five randomly generated data sets of size k, where k is the number of kinase-specific phosphorylated sites in TrainSet for training data and the number of kinase-specific phosphorylated sites in TestSet, Mus musculus NR, Homo sapiens NR for three groups of test data.
Feature extraction methods
In the experiments, we use two feature extraction methods to generate features for classifier training and testing. In the first method, we use features that have been exploited in Musite [15] : KNN scores, protein disorder features, compositions of amino acids surrounding S/T/Y sites. In the second method, we directly use the animo acid in each position as a categorical feature. For classifiers that cannot handle discrete data, we transform each categorical feature into 20 binary features. Such a binary feature represents the presence/absence of a specific amino acid in that position using 1/0. A general description on these features is provided in the supplementary document.
Statistical testing methods
To evaluate whether different training/test data construction methods have significant influence on the Non-kinase-specific
we define e(y) as the operation of selecting one method from GTrainN1, GTrainN2, GTrainN3, GTrainN4 and GTrainN5 to build negative data based on set y. Similarly, we define g(y) as the operation of selecting one method from KTrainN1, KTrainN2, KTrainN3, KTrainN4, KTrainN5 and KTrainN6 to build negative data based on set y. We define c(y) as the operation of building test data through cross-validation based on set y. For KTestP3 and KTestN3, the jth kinase of species i and species l are the same. 
Defining unbiased test data for answering question two
First of all, the construction of both training data and test data is to draw a sample (subset) from the population of interest (full set). However, their objectives are fundamentally different. The subset sampling for test data generation desires unbiased subsets so that the predictive performance estimated with them can be safely assumed to generalize to the population level. The training subset sampling aims at generating subsets such that classification algorithms trained on them can have best predictive performance, even if these subsets are biased.
Typically, an unbiased test data set is an unbiased representative of the population and should have the same data distribution as the population. Test subsets generated by a simple uniform random sampling from the population can yield an unbiased estimate of the true distribution. However, in the context of phosphorylation site prediction, there is more than one real world scenario in which more than one population exists. That means no test subsets are always unbiased. For example, if we use a model to determine the phosphorylation status of candidate sites from proteins without any known phosphorylation sites, prediction performance estimated by test data generated from only the sites of known phosphorylated proteins might have a bias. In another case, if the model is used to predict phosphorylation sites for a set of already known phosphorylated proteins, then the unbiased test subset should be sampled only from phosphorylated proteins. In a word, different application scenarios correspond to different populations, whereas different populations correspond to different unbiased test subset sampling methods.
Experimental methods for answering question three
The generalization performance of a learning method relates to its prediction capability on independent test data [36] . The assessment of such performance is extremely important in practice, as it guides the choice of learning method and measures the quality of the ultimately chosen model. In this article, we assess the generalization performance of training data construction methods. We perform experiments to obtain the average performance of different training data construction methods using independent test data sets that cover all the scenarios in section 'Results for answering the second question' and apply the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test to check which one is better.
Data construction and feature extraction methods
For non-kinase-specific prediction experiments, we generate three kinds of independent test data sets with ID1 that are denoted as GT1 1 , GT1 2 and GT1 3 , respectively. In each GT1 i (i ¼ 1, 2, 3), the positive and negative test data are constructed with GTrainP and GTrainNi, respectively. Furthermore, we randomly generate five test data sets for each GT1 i by sampling 5000 phosphorylated peptides and 5000 unphosphorylated peptides from TestSet. For generating training data sets, we use GM1, GM2 and GM3 in section 'Experimental methods for answering question one'.
For kinase-specific experiments, we also choose CDK, PKA and CK2. For each kinase, we construct five groups of test data (denoted as CDKT1 i for kinase CDK, PKAT1 i for kinase PKA and CK2T1 i for kinase CK2) using ID1, KTrainP and KTrainNi (i ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Each group has five randomly generated data sets of size k, where k is the number of kinase-specific phosphorylated sites in TestSet. For constructing training data sets, we use CDKMi
In the experiments, we use features that have been exploited in Musite: KNN scores, protein disorder features, compositions of amino acids surrounding S/ T/Y sites.
Generalization performance comparison
We use the same 16 classifiers in section 'Experimental methods for answering question one' to conduct the experiment. In the nonkinase-specific predictions, we use GMi as the training data and obtain its average AUC performance for each GT1 i . Then, we calculate each GMi's average performance over all the test data sets (GT1 1 , GT1 2 and GT1 3 ). Then, we apply the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test [35] to conduct the pair-wise comparison. For kinase-specific experiments, we use the same experimental process. In our experiments, we set the statistical significance level as a ¼ 0.05.
RESULTS
Results for answering the first question
The comparison of training data construction methods Figure 5 plots the distribution of AUC values when different training data construction methods are used for the non-kinase-specific prediction tasks. Here, we use the Musite feature for all 16 classifiers (the result of using categorical feature is presented in the Supplementary Figure S1 ). It is clearly visible that different training data construction methods can lead to different performance evaluation results.
To quantitatively clarify this fact, we perform the Friedman test to check whether such difference is statistically significant under the null hypothesis that the use of different training data construction methods has no effect on the reported prediction performance. Friedman test is a non-parametric statistical test that is similar to ANOVA [35] . To apply Friedman test, we rank the data construction methods for each classifier separately and then sum the rankings for each data construction method over 16 classifiers. Clearly, if all the data construction methods are equivalent in the assessment of phosphorylation site prediction, it can be expected that their average ranks should be the same. Under such a null hypothesis, the Friedman statistic F F in the supplementary equation (3) is distributed according to the F-distribution with (k À 1) and (k À 1)(N À 1) degrees of freedom, where k is the number of data construction methods and N is the number of classifiers. GTrainN1, GTrainN2 and GTrainN3 are frequently used methods in the literature; therefore, we first exclude GM4, GM5 and apply Friedman test and post-hoc tests to the results of GM1, GM2 and GM3. Here, we have three data construction methods and 16 classifiers, the critical value for F(2, 30) at a ¼ 0:05 is 3.3158. As shown in Table 3 , all the F F values except that in ID1 are significantly larger than 3.3158. It means that the null hypothesis that all training data construction methods are equivalent should be rejected in CV, ID2 and ID3. From Table 3 , we can find that CV has the largest F F value in the Friedman test, and it is much larger than F F values of ID1, ID2 and ID3. Furthermore, F F values among ID1, ID2 and ID3 are very similar. This is because the test data are the same for GM1, GM2 and GM3 in ID1, ID2 and ID3. That means the difference between the positive training data and negative test data is not very big among them, which leads to much weaker difference in their predictive performance. Hence, the F F values are very similar and much smaller than that in CV.
The results of Friedman test with categorical feature are shown in the Supplementary Table S1 . Apart from Friedman test, we use Nemenyi test, Bonferroni-Dunn test and Holm's step down test to check the differences of training data construction methods in a pair-wise manner. The detailed results are provided in the Supplementary Tables S2 and S3 . These post-hoc statistical tests further reveal the fact that the use of different training data construction methods can lead to different conclusions on the prediction performance evaluation. We also include GM4 and GM5 to conduct a comparison using Friedman test and post-hoc tests. The detailed results are shown in the supplementary section 7.
For kinase-specific predictions, we present the distribution of AUC values and statistical test results for CDK in Figure 6 (Supplementary Figure S2) and Table 4 (Supplementary Tables S4-S6 ), respectively. From Table 4 , we can find that CV has the largest F F value, which is much larger than that in ID1, ID2 and ID3. In addition, F F values of ID1, ID2 and ID3 are also very similar. This phenomenon is analogous to that in the non-kinase-specific prediction and the reason is the same. The experimental results for PKA are summarized in the Supplementary Figures S3 and  S4 and Supplementary Tables S7-S9 . The experimental results for CK2 are summarized in the Supplementary Figures S5 and S6 and Supplementary Tables S10-S12. From these results, we can observe that the prediction performances reported with different training data construction methods for kinase-specific prediction are also statistically different. Figure 7 (Supplementary Figure 5) plots the distribution of AUC values generated from different Table 5 provide strong statistical evidence on the differences of non-kinase-specific test data construction methods for evaluating the phosphorylation site prediction problem.
The comparison of test data construction methods
We also use Nemenyi test, Bonferroni-Dunn test and Holm's step down test to check the differences of these test data construction methods and provide the results in the Supplementary Tables S11 and S12. We can draw the same conclusion from these post-hoc statistical tests as well.
For kinase-specific experiments, we follow the same pipeline and present the results in Figure 8 , Supplementary Figure S6 , Table 6 and Supplementary Tables S13-S15 for CDK.
All detailed experimental results for PKA and CK2 are given in the supplementary section 6. All these results indicate that the use of different test data construction methods in kinase-specific prediction tasks is not equivalent.
Different test data construction methods have statistically different performance evaluation results. The main reason is that different test data construction methods use different data sources. Specifically, ID2 usually has the best predictive performance, whereas CV ranks the worst in both nonkinase-specific prediction and kinase-specific prediction. This is because the training data and test data in ID2 belong to different species, and this may lead to more differences between the positive training data and negative test data. As a result, it is easier to generate more accurate classification. In addition, the negative training data sets of GM4 and GM5 are constructed with random generation methods; therefore, the positive data and negative data are quite different. Hence, it is very easy to distinguish them from each other, making the CV has the best predictive performance for GM4 and GM5.
Summary
Our experiments show that, different data construction methods can lead to significant differences in performance assessment, which empirically reveals the potential risk of producing biased assessment results with different data construction methods. This finding suggests that we must use the same data construction method in performance comparison if we want to claim the superiority of a newly developed prediction method. However, some previous researches have simply ignored this problem and compare their performance directly with those The distribution of AUC values for non-kinase-specific test data construction methods with Musite feature. From left to right, the training data sets are GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4 and GM5, respectively. In each sub-figure, x-axis represents the test data construction method (CV, ID1, ID2, ID3), y-axis represents the classifier used and z-axis is the AUC value. given in the articles, even though the data construction methods are significantly different. Furthermore, it will be plausible to use multiple data construction methods to obtain more confident evaluation results.
Results for answering the second question
It is easy to generate an unbiased positive test data set because the population of phosphorylated sites is not difficult to confirm. However, owing to the existence of different application scenarios and different negative data construction methods, getting the unbiased negative test data is complicated. According to our definition in section 'Defining unbiased test data for answering question two', we summarize existing real world scenarios' populations and give the corresponding negative test data construction methods. Table 7 summarized two scenarios and their corresponding unbiased negative test data construction methods for non-kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction. If our objective is to predict phosphorylation sites from phosphorylated proteins, then GTrainN1 is unbiased. If we focus on determining the phosphorylation status of sites from the mixture of phosphorylated proteins and unphosphorylated ones, then GTrainN2 is unbiased.
For kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction, we list three scenarios and their corresponding unbiased negative data construction methods in Table 8 . Here, we use CDK as the example kinase for illustration. If we focus on predicting sites from CDK-specific proteins with at least one site phosphorylated by CDK, the unbiased test data construction method is KTrainN1. If we desire to predict sites from both CDK-specific proteins and other proteins that have no sites phosphorylated by CDK, the unbiased test data construction method is KTrainN2. If we concentrate on site prediction from the mixture of phosphorylated proteins and unphosphorylated ones, the unbiased test data construction method is KTrainN5.
Overall, an unbiased test data set for assessing the predictive performance in a specific scenario consists of two parts: the positive test data set constructed by GTrainP (or KTrainP) and the negative test data set constructed by the corresponding underlined method listed in Table 7 (or Table 8 ).
To provide more information for end users who use phosphorylation site prediction tools, we categorize some existing typical tools based on the relationship of scenarios and unbiased test data construction methods, as listed in the last two columns of Tables 7 and 8 .
Results for answering the third question
Experimental results
We use the comparison between GM1 and GM2 as an example to illustrate the procedure of Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. Table 9 shows the average AUC for GM1 and GM2. We are trying to reject the null From left to right, the training data sets are CDKM1, CDKM2, CDKM3, CDKM4 and CDKM5, respectively. In each sub- figure, x-axis represents the test data construction method (CV, ID1, ID2, ID3 ), y-axis represents the classifier used and z-axis is the AUC value. hypothesis that both training sets perform equally well. The ranks are assigned from the lowest to the highest absolute difference, and the equal differences are assigned average ranks. The sum of ranks for the positive differences is R þ ¼ 3 þ 7 þ 11 ¼ 21, and the sum of ranks for the negative differences is
According to the table of exact critical values for the Wilcoxon's test, for a confidence level of a ¼ 0:05 and N ¼ 16 classifiers, the difference between the training data sets is significant if T is 30. We therefore reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the generalization performance of GM2 is better than GM1. Table 10 shows the final results of Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for non-kinase-specific experiments. From Table 10 , GM2 is better than GM1. The underlined methods GtrainN1and GTrainN2 are unbiased negative test data construction methods for scenario1 and 2, respectively. When determining the population of unphosphorylated sites, we assume that phosphorylation sites of kinase A should be negative examples for kinase B.The underlined methods KtrainN1, KTrainN2 and KTrainN5 are unbiased negative test data construction methods for scenario 1, 2 and 3, respectively. While for other pair-wise comparisons, the null hypothesis is accepted. The potential reason why they have different generalization performance is that the information of negative training data they include is different. First, the positive training data of GM1, GM2 and GM3 contain the same amount of information; therefore, the different performance is mainly caused by the negative data. For GM2, the negative data include two parts: the first one is extracted from the unphosphorylated sites of phosphorylated proteins, and the second one is extracted from the unphosphorylated sites from unphosphorylated proteins. However, the negative data constructed by GTrainN1 only contains the first part, whereas the negative data constructed by GTrainN3 only contains the second part. The training data sets with diverse information generally will produce classifiers that have better generalization performance. For CDK-specific experimental results shown in Table 11 , CDKM2, CDKM3 and CDKM5 have better generalization performance than CDKM1, whereas for other pair-wise comparisons, we accept the hypothesis that the two compared data sets have the same generalization performance. For kinasespecific predictions, the reason for different generalization performance of training data construction methods is similar. For a certain kinase, the negative examples can include four parts: the unphosphorylated sites of the kinase's substrates (each protein has at least one site phosphorylated by the kinase), the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated sites of the other phosphorylated proteins excluding the kinase's substrates, the unphosphorylated sites of the unphosphorylated proteins. Different training data construction methods include different kinds of negative data, and, finally, the trained classifiers have different prediction capabilities.
For both non-kinase-specific predictions and kinase-specific predictions, we compute the rank of the training data with respect to their average AUC performance over test data sets for each classifier, and plot the rank distribution in Figures 9 and 10 . From the rank distribution, we can derive consistent results with Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. Figure 9 shows that GM2 has better rank over 16 classifiers than GM1 and GM3. From Figure 10 , we can see that the ranks are disordered, and it is hard to distinguish which one is much better.
The experimental results for PKA and CK2 are shown in the Supplementary Tables S29 and S30 and Supplementary Figures S13 and S14.
Summary
With Musite feature, for non-kinase-specific predictions, GM2 has significantly better generalization performance than GM1; for other comparisons, the generalization performance is statistically the same. For kinase-specific predictions, taking CDK as example, the generalization performance of CDKM2, CDKM3 and CDKM5 is significantly better than CDKM1, whereas for other comparisons, the generalization performance is statistically the same.
In our article, we examine the generalization performance of training data constructions with Musite feature and categorical feature. It is obvious that when using different feature extraction methods, the generalization performance of training data construction methods may change, and it is hard for us to examine all the possible features. Furthermore, for different kinases, the generalization performance of different training data construction methods is also different. When the feature extraction method and kinase are fixed, it is possible to find a training 
For each pair-wise comparison, we give the Tvalue and mark whether T is the sum of ranks for positive differences or the sum of ranks for negative differences. For example, R þ 21 means T is the sum of ranks for positive differences, and its value is 21. As 21 30, we reject the null hypothesis. 
For each pair-wise comparison, we give the Tvalue and mark whether T is the sum of ranks for positive differences or the sum of ranks for negative differences.
data construction method that has better generalization performance for predicting unknown phosphorylation sites.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we first summarize the available data construction methods for both training data and test data in the context of phosphorylation site prediction. Then, we come up with three questions and conduct experiments to find the answers. First, our experimental results show that different data construction methods can have significant differences in performance assessment. For the comparison of training data construction methods, a significant performance gap can be observed, where GM2 (GM3) has the best (worst) performance in non-kinase-specific prediction, whereas KM2 (KM3) has the best (worst) average performance over three different kinases in kinase-specific prediction. For the comparison of test data construction methods, ID2 has the best performance, and CV has the worst performance in both non-kinasespecific and kinase-specific predictions.
Second, we summarize the real world scenarios' populations and their corresponding negative test data construction methods. For non-kinase-specific prediction, if the scenario is to predict phosphorylation sites from phosphorylated proteins, GTrainN1 is unbiased, and other methods are not proper. If the scenario is to determine the phosphorylation sites from the mixture of phosphorylated proteins and unphosphorylated ones, GTrainN2 is unbiased and other methods are biased. For kinase-specific prediction, the unbiased negative test data construction method depends on the set of target proteins as well. If our objective is to predict phosphorylation sites from (i) kinase-specific proteins with at least one site phosphorylated by the target kinase, (ii) both kinase-specific proteins and other phosphorylated proteins, (iii) both phosphorylated proteins and unphosphorylated proteins, then the corresponding unbiased negative data construction methods are as follows: (i) KTrainN1; (ii) KTrainN2; and (iii) KTrainN5, respectively.
Finally, we empirically compare the generalization performance of different training data construction methods. It reveals that GM2 has the best generalization performance, and GM1 is the worst in Ranks of average AUC GM1 GM2 GM3 Figure 9 : Rank distribution of training data's average performance on GT 11 , GT 12 and GT 13 for each classifier in non-kinase-specific predictions. The x-axis represents the classifier, and y-axis is the rank of average AUC value. Figure 10: Rank distribution of training data's average performance on CDKT 11 , CDKT 12 , CDKT 13 , CDKT 14 and CDKT 15 for each classifier in CDK-specific predictions. The x-axis represents the classifier, and y-axis is the rank of average AUC value.
non-kinase-specific prediction, whereas KM2 has the best generalization performance and KM3 has the worst generalization performance in kinase-specific prediction.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary data are available online at http:// bib.oxfordjournals.org/.
Key Points
Many computational methods formulate phosphorylation site prediction as a classification problem; however, their construction methods for training data and test data are different, which may lead to biased performance evaluation and comparison.
For both non-kinase-specific and kinase-specific predictions, we categorize the construction methods of training data and test data in the literature and give rigorous mathematical definitions. We conduct statistical tests and find that different data construction methods can have significantly different prediction performance.
The construction of unbiased test data is important for the unbiased performance assessment. We summarize different real world scenarios for phosphorylation site prediction and their corresponding biased and unbiased negative test data construction methods. Generalization performance relates to the prediction capability of models and is an important measure for model selection and model assessment.We conduct experiments and find that different training data construction methods can have different generalization performance. 
FUNDING
Musite Feature Description
General description of features used in Musite is given here. Concrete feature extraction processes can be found in [1] .
• KNN Scores. A KNN score measures whether the local sequence surrounding a query site is more similar to the sequences containing phosphorylation sites in the positive set or those with non-phosphorylation sites in the negative set.
• Protein disorder. There is a clear preference of known phosphorylation sites to be within disordered regions, which justifies the use of disorder scores as features for phosphorylation site prediction.
• Amino acid composition surrounding phosphorylation sites. The compositions of amino acids surrounding phosphorylation sites and non-phosphorylation sites are quite different, so amino acid frequencies are used as features for phosphorylation site prediction.
Statistical Tests
• Friedman test. It ranks the training (testing) data construction methods for each classifier separately, the best performing method has the rank of 1, the second best has the rank of 2, and so on. In case of ties, average ranks are assigned. Let r j i be the rank of the j-th training (testing) data construction method on the i-th classifier. The Friedman test compares the average ranks of these training (testing) data construction methods. R j is the average rank of the j-th training (testing) data construction method. Under the null hypothesis that all the training (testing) data construction methods are equivalent, all R j s should be equal. The statistic F F is distributed according to the F-distribution with k − 1 and (k − 1)(N − 1) degrees of freedom, where k is the number of data construction methods and N is the number of classifiers.
• Nemenyi test. The Nemenyi test is used when all the training (testing) data construction methods are compared with each other. The performance of two data construction methods is significantly different if the corresponding average ranks differ by at least the critical difference
where the critical value q α is based on the Studentized range statistic divided by √ 2. Here we give the critical values used in our experiments: when α = 0.05 and k = 5, q α = 2.728; when α = 0.05 and k = 4, q α = 2.569; when α = 0.05 and k = 3, q α = 2.343.
• Bonferroni-Dunn test. When all training (testing) data construction methods are compared with a control training (testing) data construction method, the Bonferroni-Dunn test can be used instead of Nemenyi test. The way to perform the Bonferroni-Dunn test is to calculate the CD using the same equation as for the Nemenyi test, but using a different critical value q α : when α = 0.05 and k = 5, q α = 2.498; when α = 0.05 and k = 4, q α = 2.394; when α = 0.05 and k = 3, q α = 2.241.
• Holm' step-down test.
Step-up and step-down procedures sequentially test the hypotheses ordered by their significance.
The z value is used to find the corresponding p value from the 2) . If the second hypothesis is rejected, the test proceeds with the third, and so on. As soon as a certain null hypothesis cannot be rejected, all the remaining hypotheses are retained as well.
• Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. This test is used to compare the performance of two data construction methods. It ranks the performance difference of two data construction methods for each classifier and compares the ranks for the positive and the negative differences. Let d i be the difference between the performance scores of the two data construction methods on i-th out of N classifiers. The differences are ranked according to their absolute values; average ranks are assigned in case of ties. Let R + be the sum of ranks for the classifiers on which the first data construction method outperforms the second one, and R − the sum of ranks for the opposite. Ranks of d i = 0 are split evenly among the sums; if there is an odd of them, one is ignored:
Let T = min(R + ,R − ). In our experiments with α = 0.05, and N = 16, the null hypothesis that the performances of the two data construction methods are the same can be rejected if T is equal to or smaller than 30: if T = R + , the second data construction method performs significantly better than the first one; if T = R − , the result is the opposite.
Discussion on GTrainN4, GTrainN5 and KTrainN5
For non-kinase-specific predictions, GTrainN1, GTrainN2 and GTrainN3 are frequently used methods, while GTrainN4 and GTrainN5 are used for prediction performance comparison. We want to verify whether randomly constructed negative training data can have equivalent prediction performance as the negative training data generated by frequently used methods in the literature. For kinase-specific predictions, KTrainN1, KTrainN2, KTrainN3, KTrainN4 and KTrainN6 are summarized from literature, while KTrainN5 is introduced due to following reasons. On one hand, in some kinase-specific phosphorylation site prediction methods, only sites from the phosphorylated proteins were extracted as the training data, and they assumed that phosphorylation sites of kinase A should be negative examples for kinase B. These methods utilized KTrainN2 as the negative training data construction method; On the other hand, some other methods assumed that we wanted to predict phosphorylation sites for proteins without any known phosphorylation sites, so they applied KTrainN3 to generate the negative training data. We believe that both of these two methods are reasonable so that we introduce KTrainN5 as a hybrid method.
Classifiers
We choose 16 classifiers in Weka: J48, J48graft, RandomForest, RandomTree, Naivebayes, RBFNetwork, BayesNet, MultilayerPerceptron, Logistic, LibSVM, SMO, IBk, AdaBoostM1, DTNB, PART and DecisionTable. All these classifiers can return class probability estimates for each predicted instance. Weka generates points by varying the threshold value for class probability. For example, the typical threshold value of 0.5 means the predicted probability should be higher than 0.5 if the instance is to be regarded as "positive". These points can be used for ROC curve analysis (true positive rate vs false positive rate) and calculating the AUC.
The Comparison of Training Data Construction Methods
After the Friedman test, we proceed with post-hoc tests, including Nemenyi test, BonferroniDunn test and Holm's step down test. The Nemenyi test is a pair-wise comparison test while Bonferroni-Dunn test compares all training sets with a control training set. Both tests have critical difference thresholds. The performance of two data construction methods is significantly different if their average ranks differ by at least the critical difference threshold. The pair-wise rank difference results are presented in Table 2 . It shows that many rank difference values are above the threshold for both tests, indicating that the use of different training data construction methods may lead to different performance evaluation results.
The Holm's step-down test takes one training set as a control, and compares the other training sets with the control. All the p values derived from the pair-wise rank differences are listed in Table  3 . This method first calculates the p-values for the two rank differences, ordered as p 1 ≤ p 2 , and then starts with the most significant p-value p 1 . If p 1 is below α/2, the corresponding hypothesis that the two training sets are the same is rejected and we are allowed to compare p 2 with α. If the one hypothesis is rejected, the test proceeds with the next. As soon as a certain hypothesis cannot be rejected, all the remaining hypotheses are retained as well. For instance, if GM1 is used as the control in CV test, p 1 , p 2 are 1.54 * 10 −3 , 4.68 * 10 −3 . They are smaller than 0.025, 0.5(they are thresholds at α=0.05), respectively, so all the hypotheses are rejected. Table 3 : P -values computed in Holm's step-down test(α = 0.05) for comparing three non-kinasespecific training data construction methods (GTrainN1, GTrainN2 and GTrainN3). The significance thresholds are 0.025 and 0.05, respectively. P(x,y) is the p value derived from the rank difference between GMx and GMy. Table 9 : P -values computed in Holm's step-down test(α = 0.05) for comparing PKA-specific training data construction methods. The significance thresholds are 0.0125, 0.017, 0.025 and 0.05, respectively. P(x,y) is the p value derived from the rank difference between GMx and GMy. Figure 7 : The distribution of AUC values for non-kinase-specific test data construction methods with categorical feature. From left to right, the training data sets are GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4 and GM5, respectively. In each sub-figure, x-axis represents the test data construction method (CV, ID1, ID2, ID3), y-axis represents the classifier used, and z-axis is the AUC value. Figure 12 : The distribution of AUC values for CK2-specific test data construction methods with categorical feature. From left to right, the training data sets are CK2M1, CK2M2, CK2M3, CK2M4 and CK2M5, respectively. In each sub-figure, x-axis represents the test data construction method (CV, ID1, ID2, ID3), y-axis represents the classifier used, and z-axis is the AUC value. Table 24 : P -values computed in Holm's step-down test(α = 0.05) for comparing CK2-specific test data construction methods. The significant thresholds are 0.017, 0.025 and 0.05, respectively. P(x,y) is the p value derived from the rank difference between x and y. The available values of x,y in P(x,y), 1, 2, 3 and 4 mean CV, ID1, ID2 and ID3, respectively. 7 Friedman Test and Post-hoc Tests for GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4 and GM5
GTrainN1, GTrainN2 and GTrainN3 are frequently used methods in the literature, while GTrainN4 and GTrainN5 are introduced for performance comparison. Here we include GM4, GM5, and apply Friedman test and post-hoc tests on the results of GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4 and GM5. So here we have 3 data construction methods and 16 classifiers, the critical value for F (4, 60) at α = 0.05 is 2.5252. The results are shown in Table 25 and Table 26 . The results of Nemenyi test and Bonferroni test are shown in Table 27 . The results of Holm's step-down test are shown in Table  28 . Figure 13 : Rank distribution of training data's average performance on PKAT1 1 , PKAT1 2 , PKAT1 3 , PKAT1 4 and PKAT1 5 for each classifier in PKA-specific predictions, x-axis represents the classifier and y-axis is the rank of average AUC value. Figure 14 : Rank distribution of training data's average performance on CK2T1 1 , CK2T1 2 , CK2T1 3 , CK2T1 4 and CK2T1 5 for each classifier in CK2-specific predictions, x-axis represents the classifier and y-axis is the rank of average AUC value. 
